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Shalom!
Since the time of the Bible, Israel’s region has been a regular victim of famines and droughts. In the
modern State of Israel, we have become world leaders in innovation and creativity to create modern
solutions to food security issues. From drip irrigation to automated milk production techniques, Israeli
agribusiness is well recognized for creating unique and cost effective solutions for emerging and
commercial farmers.
These varied tools range from ultra-modern high-tech solutions using satellites to manage production to
simple, low-tech solutions such as clever but simple irrigation pipes. It is no accident that countries such
as China, India, Ethiopia and Kenya have made Israeli experience and partnership part of their national
agricultural programmes. Israeli companies are well entrenched across Southern Africa with factories,
greenhouses, after-harvest sales expertise and advanced nurseries and orchards. Our companies have
proven track records across Africa, having built successful projects that offer years of agricultural
experience. Israel offers expertise in both open field and greenhouse farming and modern water
management techniques that best avail seedlings, plant and animal nutrition and fertilization.
As I have travelled across South Africa, from Limpopo to the Western Cape, from Swaziland to Lesotho, I
have seen for myself how farmers and society have gained significantly from partnering with Israeli
companies. Again in 2017 Israel will have a prominent presence at the essential Nampo exhibition. I hope
that you visit our Israel pavilion to learn more about Israel’s agribusiness companies and the benefits that
“Innovation Nation” can bring you.
Warmly,
Mr. Arthur Lenk
Ambassador of Israel to South Africa
 www.embassies.gov.il
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Dear Friends,
The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute is a non-profit organization supported by the
government and the private sector .The Institute promotes cooperation and business opportunities
between Israeli companies and international companies.
Israel's Agro-Technology industry is characterized by intensive research and development of innovative
system, rooted in "grow more with less."
The Israeli Agro-Technology industry has been rapidly growing thanks to the constant investment in
research and development, which enabled its upgrading among customers worldwide.
The Agro-Technology industry sectors such as: Dairy & Poultry Farming, Drip Irrigation, Pesticides,
Fertilizers, Seeds, Post-Harvest Treatment, Precise Agriculture, Greenhouses, Aquaculture, Turnkey
Projects & Professional Consulting, are suitable for any country in the world.
With all best wishes for a successful and a productive event,
Sincerely,
Ms. Lea Porat
Manager, Agrotechnology Sector
 +972 3 514 2818
@ leap@export.gov.il
 www.export.gov.il
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Welcome,
This year will be the fifth consecutive year for Israeli presence at Nampo. As we have managed to secure
some more exhibition space, the Israeli Pavilion at Nampo will be even bigger this year. This will allow us
to bring new companies and new innovation to South Africa. We invite you to come and meet some of the
exciting companies that have made an impact wherever they were introduced.
Even though some may think the draught is over this is far from being true and farmers, like every other
segment in the country, should use water as efficiently and sparingly as possible. Therefore one of the key
areas in our exhibition this year is water and irrigation. Technologies on display include drip and micro
irrigation, irrigation control, pumps, dosage pumps, valves and other irrigation equipment, innovative
sensors and even IoT. Off course we will also have advanced greenhouse technologies, innovative seeds,
cutting edge plant nutrition and much more. An agro-technology expert from Israel will also be available
to discuss the many technologies and solutions the limited space will not allow us to display.
We invite you to contact our office to preschedule your meetings with the companies that are mentioned
in this catalogue.
Mr. Itai Melchior
Counsellor, Commercial Affairs
Head of Trade & Economic Mission
Embassy of Israel to South Africa
 +27 11 783 9605
@ Itai.Melchior@israeltrade.gov.il
 www.itrade.gov.il/south-africa
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Baccara South Africa
www.baccara-geva.com
Contact us

Categories:
 Control Irrigation
Subcategories:
 Hydraulic & electrical solenoid valves
 Pneumatic & electrical valves for compressed air
 Custom made assemblies

Company at a Glance
BACCARA is a market leader in the manufacture and specialization of products for automation such as :
air valves, air cylinders, solenoid valves and nylon tubing for use in industry, agriculture and irrigation.
Today, you can find BACCARA products in all sectors of industrial and agricultural automation, designed
to be dependable in the most adverse environments such as marine conditions, chemicals and heavy
industries. We have successfully gained ISO-9001: 2000 certification for all our products. In March
2002, we gained ISO 14001 certification for environmental quality control. Above all, we totally
implement our quality control system to ensure that our products are manufactured to the highest levels
of quality and reliability to meet the specific requirements of our customers.
Our market network covers most of the USA and Europe, also Australia, South Africa and the Far East.
We acknowledge today’s increasing demand for cost effectiveness combined with total quality, by using
high technology to produce comprehensive pneumatic and electro-pneumatic components. Our work
force consists of 250 employees. We have eight branches in Israel, employing 40 technical salesmen.
BACCARA provides a complete after sales and support service which includes developing systems,
supervising installation and follow-up service and advice.

Technology & Products
For over 50 years Baccara has been specialising in the manufacture and production of products for
Automation and Control systems in advanced irrigation systems and research-development in irrigation
controllers and solenoid valves. By cooperating alongside leading international companies such as;
Motorola, Galcon, HR, Regabar, and Talgil, Baccara can offer unique solutions for remote control, solenoid
valve applications and provides solutions for customer's special demands.

Goal
Our product lines offer optimized solutions in all sectors of industrial, automation, mining and adverse
environments, digital printing, medical applications, food and beverage, water technology and irrigation.
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Galcon
Categories:
 Monitoring, Control & Communication
 Irrigation

www.galcon.co.il
Contact us

Subcategories:
 Sensors  Fertilizer injectors  Climate Control

Company at a Glance
Galcon is a leading manufacturer of smart monitoring and control irrigation solutions for home owners,
professionals and agriculture.
We offer a wide range product line from single standalone battery operated controller to multi stations,
wireless, web based irrigation and Fertigation system.
Our products are designed to increase yield by optimal irrigation while conserving the valuable water
resources and reducing the energy consumption.
Our smart irrigation solution were certified by the USA Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as Water
Sense approved products.
Established in 1983, Galcon is headquartered in Kfar Blum, Israel. It is owned by Kibbutz Kfar Blum
Galcon currently sells its products in over 60 countries around the world

Technology & Products
Galcon’s main divisions:
Galcon Smart
A revolutionary concept introducing a full line of smart controllers brings the Internet of Things, into the
modern world of irrigation.
New WiFi, Bluetooth, Radio and Cellular based irrigation controllers for the Residential, Turf & Landscape
and Agriculture markets.
Residential Gardening Controllers
Our wide range of DIY (Do it yourself) user-friendly, AC electric & DC battery-operated controllers are
ideal for the amateur home gardener interested in perfecting a personal green thumb.
Turf & Landscape Irrigation Control
We offer an extensive array of specialized AC electric & DC battery operated controllers including
wireless irrigation controllers and smart, web based controllers, designed for professionals.
The GSI irrigation controller is a central control, wed based system for irrigation and water budgeting for
public landscapes. It continues the legacy of Galcon irrigation products that are famous for their
simplicity, efficiency and reliability at reasonable cost.
Agriculture Applications
Our new, state-of-the-art irrigation systems and controllers series is designed for agricultural use: open
fields, greenhouses and climate control. From the simplest to the most complex application, we have the
answers.
• Irrigation controllers for Agriculture
• Greenhouse control systems
• Web based control systems
• Precise fertigation systems
• EC/PH monitoring
• Timers for landscape and for agriculture use

Goal
Expanding the implementation of Galcon control systems in the Agro-technology and landscape markets.
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Haifa Group
(Haifa Chemicals Ltd.)
Categories:
 Fertilizers

www.haifa-group.com
Contact us

Subcategories:
 Specialty Fertilizers

Company at a Glance
Haifa Group is an Israel-based multinational corporation and a global leading supplier of potassium
nitrate for agriculture and industry, specialty plant nutrients and food phosphates. Haifa was founded in
1966 by the Israeli government in order to leverage natural Israeli resources of Potash from the Dead
Sea and Phosphate Rock from the Negev. Haifa has two production plants located in Israel with a
combined production capacity of 0.5 million tons of Potassium Nitrate annually. Several production and
blending facilities in Europe support Haifa’s logistics. Haifa’s global operations span across 5 continents
in over 100 countries with 12 subsidiaries and an annual turnover of around $ 700 Million (2010).
Under private ownership since 1989, Haifa is owned by an American Holding Company, Trance Resource
Inc. (TRI), controlled by the Trump Group.

Technology & Products
Haifa’s nutritional solutions maximize yields from given inputs of land, water and plant nutrients for
diverse farming practices. With innovative plant nutrition schemes and highly efficient application
methods, Haifa’s solutions provide balanced plant nutrition at precise dosing, composition and placing.
This ultimately delivers maximum efficiency, optimal plant development and minimized losses to the
environment .
Potassium nitrate: Haifa offers a wide range of potassium nitrate products for Nutrigation™ (fertigation),
foliar sprays, side-dressing and controlled-release fertilization. Haifa's potassium nitrate products are
marketed under the Multi-K™ brand.
Water soluble fertilizers: Haifa's extensive selection of water-soluble fertilizers enables efficient
application of an entire range of plant nutrients by Nutrigation™ and foliar sprays. All Haifa products,
straight salts and NPK blends, are chloride free, composed of nutrients only, and are fully consumed by
the plant .
Controlled release fertilizers: Haifa manufactures controlled release fertilizers for agriculture,
horticulture, ornamentals and turf under the Multicote™ brand.

Goal
Haifa’s key mission is to create highly effective plant nutrition solutions for farmers worldwide by
leveraging a keen familiarity with farmers’ lives and needs.
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Mottes Tensiometers
Categories:
 Precise Agriculture

www.tensiograph.com
Contact us

Subcategories:
 Tensio System Sensors

Company at a Glance
The production business is in existence since 1978 starting with successful mercury tension meters
and soil solution extractors which were exported to many countries worldwide .
Today the main product and activity is the new concept of the electronic tension meters and GSM
logger with the internet system interface. All the data is transfer to the website and displayed on any
kind of smartphone or PC by graphs or tables. The new innovation now is the EC online which enable to
get information and alerts about the soil solution salinity on real time.

Technology & Products
Quality tension meters, with high precision enables continuous measurements over many years, very
reliable and are considered better.

Goal
MOTTES TENSIOMETERS is committed to meet the highest standards in manufacturing and marketing
Innovative solutions that meet customer needs and changing trends in the agricultural market.
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Netafim
Categories:
 Irrigation

www.netafim.co.za
Contact us

Company at a Glance
Netafim is the world’s leading irrigation company in smart drip and micro-irrigation solutions for a
sustainable future. Since introducing the world's first drip irrigation solutions in 1965, we have led the
way by developing products that help our customers optimise results. With a broad network of 28
subsidiaries, 16 manufacturing plants and over 4 000 employees worldwide, Netafim delivers innovative
solutions to more than 110 countries across the globe.
Netafim South Africa was established in 1992 and has grown to become the market leader in low volume
irrigation systems and technology in Southern Africa. Netafim’s production facility in Cape Town is ISO
9001:2008 certified and all products are manufactured to the most stringent quality standards. Over the
past two decades Netafim has earned a reputation for outstanding quality in product and service
delivery.
The Company has significant technical and agronomic infrastructure to provide ongoing training and to
ensure that all participants in a particular project are well equipped to manage the system(s) effectively.
The knowledge in Netafim South Africa, through its people and the support from Netafim International, is
the key to its success in this region. Netafim value knowledge sharing and make a difference where ever it
gets the opportunity to help with the development of skills or where advice is needed with regards to
irrigation in general.

Technology & Products
Drippers, dripper lines, sprinklers, micro-emitters, crop management technology (CMT), filters, valves.

Goal
Helping the world grow more with less.
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Palram Industries
Categories:
 Commercial Greenhouses
Subcategories:
 Livestock Roofing & Agriculture Warehouses

www.palram.co.za
Contact us
Company at a Glance

Palram Industries, a global leader in manufacturing panel extrusions and panel systems, with over 50
years' experience in Extruded Thermoplastic Sheets & Panel Systems.
Our product line includes multiple applications: construction and architectural solutions.
Palram's SUNTUF® Rooflights combine optimal light transmission, weather resistance & block harmful UV
radiation. All to provide warehouses, manufacturing lines and the workplace with natural daylight.

Technology & Products
Palram's focus on production technology and product innovation has created a continual product and
plant development culture. As Palram grows larger it continues to respond to the specific requirements
of our worldwide customers, which have helped achieve many advancements in the past thanks to our
close working relationships with them. Additionally, Palram maintains its dedication to the highest
internationally recognized quality standards. As such, all of our plants have achieved accreditation to ISO
9001:2008 Quality Assurance.
Our Research and Development department makes sure we match and exceed current customer
specifications as we as enables us to design and manufacture unique, high performance products for
future and new applications – to meet the challenges of the future.

Goal
Continued development and expansion of existing product lines. Maintaining Palram’s leadership in
adapting existing products to meet the demands of an ever growing and evolving market.
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Rivulis Irrigation
Categories:
 Irrigation

www.rivulis.com
Contact us

Company at a Glance
Rivulis Irrigation provides industry leading drip and micro irrigation solutions with superior channel
partners to growers that want to optimize operations and output.
Headquartered in Israel with manufacturing and distribution in markets throughout the world, Rivulis
Irrigation offers a full line of irrigation products including drip lines, drip tapes, filters, hose and tubing,
sprinklers, sprays and valves.
Rivulis Irrigation products are sold through our network of dealer partner in several markets including
agriculture, horticulture, landscape and mining.

Technology & Products
It’s about applying the right amount of water at the right time throughout the whole season. An irrigation
system comprised of Rivulis Irrigation products can generate greater yields using the same, or even less,
water and nutrients than with previous water distribution systems.
With advanced product features and built-in reliability, we provide solutions for above ground or
subsurface application of water and nutrients directly to the root zone of each plant.
Utilizing technology such as flow regulation, and automation, the wide range of high quality components
from Rivulis Irrigation provide the ability to precisely manage crops and drive better results. Our full line
of irrigation products include control valves, fertilizer tanks, filters, hose and tubing, accessories, and
emission devices. Our industry leading emission devices include drippers, drip lines, drip tapes, jet sprays,
micro sprinklers, and sprinklers.

Goal
We provide efficient irrigation solutions, helping growers get more out of their crops.
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ShneorSeed Ltd.
Categories:
 Seeds

www.ShneorSeed.com
Contact us

Subcategories:
 Hybrid Vegetable Seeds

Company at a Glance
ShneorSeed Co. was founded in 2007. The founders identified a growing need in developing countries
for vegetable seeds that have resistance to a wide range of viruses, high yield, and a long shelf life, at a
fair price.
Once our competitively priced TY resistance tomato seeds were a success in South East Asia, all the rest
was history.
Today, our range of high quality Hybrid vegetable seeds produces some of the finest fruits and
vegetables around the world, benefiting our loyal farmers and customers whilst we constantly work on
improving the quality of the products farmers can supply the market.
A number of our tomato and pepper breeds have the most extensive range of virus resistance currently
on the commercial market.

Technology & Products
Premium Hybrid vegetable seeds with the largest commercial range of resistance to viruses and Bacteria:
tomato, cherry tomato, sweet peppers, watermelon, melon, cucumber, mini sweet pepper, mini melon,
mini/midi watermelon.

Goal
We aim to work as an international group, united in our goal to constantly perfect our breeds and
products whilst increasing the benefit and profitability of our customers.
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SupPlant
Categories:
 Precise Agriculture & Irrigation

www.supplant.me
Contact us

Subcategories:
 Agtech & irrigation

Company at a Glance
Automated Growth-Based Irrigation (GBITM)
SupPlant’s game-changing perception of irrigation starts by obtaining granular-resolution information
directly from your plants. For the first time, a closed-loop irrigation solution provides a real-time
response to your plants actual needs.
With sophisticated plant, soil and environmental sensory measurements, cloud computing and artificial
intelligence algorithms, plants conditions are given exact attention in order to provide you with precise,
automated irrigation and decision-making tools.

Technology & Products
The SupPlant technology is an agro IoT solution for assisting growers to grow better and more efficiently.
Sensors are placed in the field and then SaaS software in the cloud continuously collects and analyses
the data from the sensors. The system provides the user with alerts and notification and includes a smart
irrigation solution that controls the irrigation regime dynamically based on plant needs. A mobile app
provides the user with dashboard and enables him to receive alerts push notifications from the system.
The smart irrigation technology saves water and fertilizer usage and results in yield increase.

Goal
To lead the agricultural revolution by making a huge knowledge base and insights available to any farmer
with a smart phone. By applying our agronomic expertise to your data, we enable growers to produce
more with less resources.
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Tefen Advanced Plastic
Solutions
Changing Tides 226 (PTY)

www.tefentech.com
www.mixrite.co.za
Contact us

Categories:
 Irrigation
Subcategories:
 Agricultural Fitting & Applications
 Industrial Pumps  Water Treatment Pumps

Company at a Glance
Tefen Advanced Plastic Solutions has nearly 40 years of experience in producing advanced plastics
products. These comprise two main groups: Fittings for the pneumatic, automation and irrigation
industries; and MixRite Proportioning Dosing Injectors for industrial, agricultural and livestock
applications. We also manufacture a range of products for horticulture.
Our Research & Development department follows the latest innovations in plastics technology, ensuring
that customers benefit from quick and sound solutions. In recent years the focus has been on
proportioning dosing: developing the MixRite range of injectors to inject functional additives into liquid
medium system using a uniform repeating method.
These innovations, bringing significant advances to a wide range of industries, have helped us to export
70% of our production to customers located all over the world. They rely on the Tefen name for advanced
and highly reliable products, backed by unmatched customer service. The Tefen plant is certified for ISO
9001:2000 and we meet all international standards.

Technology & Products
MixRite Proportioning Dosing Injectors
These versatile dosing injectors pump an additive into a water line at a consistent induction rate over
varying water pressure and flow rates. They are used primarily in agriculture, horticulture and
greenhouses for fertigation. MixRite has five different models that handle additive flow rates as low as
0.2% and as high as 10%. See also the add-on units and accessories.
Fittings
These fittings, constructed from high-grade XYZ plastic, have high wear, pressure and UV tolerances.
Range includes Barb Block, Industrial Pipe, Agricultural Tube and Tight Push Fittings; Quick Release
Couplings; Threaded Connectors; and Accessories.
Tubes
A range of top quality tubing for standard and high pressure applications. More
Spraying and Fogging Nozzles
Flange, non-drop and adjustable spray nozzles, plus nozzle filters and spray accessories.
Spray Guns
This range of six spray guns offers an excellent choice of features to suit many varied applications. The
liner also offers two fine spray models.

Goal
We set our mission to be among the world leaders in the Fittings and Water-Driven Injectors market.
Consequently we supply our clients with products and application solutions that will allow them to keep
ahead of the competition in today's marketplace.
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